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I. INTRODUCTION 
In [18 and 191 the K-theory of some reduced affine curves was studied. 
we study the natural homomorphism @: K, @ k* -+ Kl (which is defined 
below). Most of our results are for aEine curves, but we make a few remarks 
about Pit, Kl , and Kfet in the complete case. The paper concludes with some 
calculations of the Quillen groups Ki for certain complete reducible curves. 
The notation of the rest of this section will be used throughout the pap 
work over a ground field k which need not be algebraically closed (except 
algebraic closure is explicitly assumed). All curves are reduced and connected. 
For such curves X we consider two categories of O,-modules, namely, the 
coherent @,-modules and the locally free finite type O,-modules (the vector 
bundles). If X = Spec A is an affine curve, then “coherent 9,-modules” -may 
be replaced by finite-type A-modules, and “locally free gnite-type Lo,-modules” 
can be replaced by projective A-modules of finite type. Details of this corre- 
spondence can be found in [6, Chapt. I, Sect. 1; 3, Ghapt. II, Sect. 5, No. 2]- 
For each category the Quillen groups Ki (; > 0) are defined. Following Quillen 
[15] KS (coherent sheaves) is denoted K;(X) and Ki (vector bundles) is denoted 
K,(X) If X = Spec A we write K:(A) and K,(A), respectively. If X is complete 
and one or more nonsingular closed points are removed from each component, 
then the result Y is affine (the normalization L of Y is the disjoint union 
nonsingular complete curves over k, each with some closed points remove 
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Such a curve H is well known to be affine. Hence Y is affine [7, p. 1361). In 
Section 2 we compare K,(X) and &(A) ( w h ere Spec A has been obtained by 
removing one nonsingular K-rational point from each component). The group 
K,,(A) was previously calculated in [18 and 191 in the case where each component 
of A is isomorphic to the affine line over K. 
For both the category of coherent U,-modules and the category of vector 
bundles a universal determinant definition of K1 can be given. Let Q? be the 
category in question and C V the category of pairs (A, CZ) where A is an object 
in ?Z and ol is an automorphism of A. Morphisms are commutative diagrams. 
The category V has a notion of short exact sequence. Define Kfet(V) as the free 
Abelian group on isomorphism classes (A, CJ) modulo those relations coming 
from short exact sequences and (A, c&) - (A, a) - (A, p). A more detailed 
discussion can be found in [l, pp, 388-3901. If A is an object of %’ and ol is an 
automorphism of A, then the image of (A, a) in Kpt(%) will be denoted by 
q(A, a). We will use the notation Kfet(X’), Gr(X) for K$et(%) where w is 
vector bundles on X, coherent sheaves on X, respectively. If X = Spec A, then 
Kfet(X) = K,(A) and Gr(X) = G,(A) (the latter as in [l, p. 4531). 
If % is either of the categories in the previous paragraph, then there is a homo- 
morphism: @: K,(V) @ K * -+ Kfet(V) defined by sending A @ h -+ K~(A, h). 
In [16] it was proven that for Xcomplete and k algebraically closed @: K;(X) @ 
k* + Cl(X) is an isomorphism. In Section 3 we try to prove the corresponding 
result for Kfet(X) but can only prove that @ is injective. Section 4 uses Mennicke 
symbols to discuss @ further in the affine case. These results are applied in 
Sections 5 and 6 to the node and the cusp. In the node case @ is interpreted as 
the Steinberg symbol in K,(k). We conclude in Section 8 by calculating K;(X) 
(X complete with all components = Pkl) and remark that Gr(X) and K;(X) are 
not isomorphic. 
If A is a Noetherian ring of dimension n, then SK,(A) is generated by 
(n x 1) x (n x 1) matrices [l, p. 2401, that is, by automorphisms of free 
modules of rank n + 1. One might ask whether the bound n + 1 can be reduced 
if projective modules are used instead of free modules. For the curves considered 
in Sections 4-7 6, is onto, so for these curves SK, is generated by automorphisms 
of projective modules of rank 1, whereas, if we had used free modules, we would 
require rank 2. 
Throughout Z denotes the integers, nA denotes the direct sum of n copies of 
the Abelian group A, R* denotes the units of the ring R, and tensor product is 
always taken over Z. 
2. K, AND THE PICARD GROUP 
Let X be any connected Noetherian scheme of dimension 1 with an ample 
line bundle. We have the y-filtration on K,,(X) [22, pp. 324 and 3311 K,,(X) = 
FiP K,(X) 3 Fill K,(X) 3 Fils K,(X). Also FilO/FiF = Z (via the rank homo- 
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morphism) and Filr/FiP = Pit X [22, p. 546]. By Theorem 
we have FiI2 K,,(X) = 0. Therefore K,(X) = 22 @ Rc X. ( 
in the affine case [l, p. 4681.) 
Let X be a connected reduced reducible curve over the field K. T 
an ample line bundle so K,,(X) = Z @ Pit X. Our main reference for 
1131 (Lecture 9) with further details in [S]. Denote the irreducible components 
of X by Xi (1 < i & n). Let Fi be the function field of Xi . Following the nota- 
tion of [13], let Kx be the sheaf of total quotient rings of X. Thus if U is an open 
subset of X then I’( U, K,) = 47 Fi , the pr over all i such that 
U i7 X6 # 0. In particular r(X, IKZ) = be an invertibie 
(localiy free rank one) @,-module. Then F is isomorphic to an invertible Ox- 
But invertible Ox-submodules of e in one-to-one 
ith the group of Cartier divisors (= 
defined to be the group (under 0) of isomorphism classes of invertible Ox- 
modules. This equals the groups of Cartier divisors mod linear equivalence. 
Since X is a curve, every Cartier divisor is linearly equivalent to a divisor whose 
support contains only nonsingular points. But such Cartier divisors are Weil 
divisors; so we have the following description of Pit X: 
THEOREM I. Let X be a connected reduced yedzccible cwve over the Jield k. 
Let V be the subset obtained by removing all the siqplar points of X3 and let Div’(X) 
be the jree Abelian group on the closed points of V. Let P(X) be the subgroup of 
Div’(X) dejked by (f ) f OY all fE r(X, Ki) swh dhat f E 0: 40~ aEE si~g~~a~ 
FE X. Then Pit X = Div’(X)/P(X’,). 
This description of Pit X is contained in [14]. Oort is working with complete 
curves over an algebraically closed field, but neither assumption is needed here. 
There is a bijection between Div’(X) and invertible O,+ubmodules F of 
such that FCo, = 0, for all singular points F. ILet M be the group of 
invertible Ox-modules. This bijection is given by Cae V +& w (SE r(X, 
JOp = Co, if P is singular and ho > no , 
every invertible @,-module is isomorphic to a 
Now we apply the above description of Pi 
complete curve over K, with irreducible components Xi (1 < k < n). Since a 
divisor in Div’(X) has a degree in each Xi , we have a surjection Div’(X) + ni2 
which splits (although not in a canonical manner). P(X) lies in the kernel; 
hence we have a split surjection Pit X -+ nZ. Let the kernel of the latter be 
PicO(X). Then Pit(X) = Pica(X) @ nZ. Suppose that each Xi contains a 
nonsmgular K-rational point, and let U = Spec A be the afhne subset obtained 
by removing these points. These points can then be used to give the above 
splitting. Restriction of divisors in Div’(X) to U induces a surjection Pit X + 
Pit A with. kernel 7aZ. 
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An alternative approach might be to use Quillen’s exact sequence of localiza- 
tion [5]. This is 
KJX) -+ K,(A) --+ nz 3 K,(x) 3 K,(A). 
However we do not know an independent proof that Kr(X) -+ K,(A) is onto. 
Pit A has been calculated in many cases in [18 or 191. Thus we know K,(X) 
explicitly for many X. 
3. ICI AND TEIE HOMOMORPHISM @ 
In this section X will be a complete connected reduced curve over an alge- 
braically closed field k. Then by [16] we have K;(X) oz k* = Gi(X). We 
investigate the homomorphism di: K,,(X) gz k* + K,det(X) defined by 
@(V @ A) = I@, A). Th e vector bundles on X do not form an Abelian 
category, but the other hypotheses of Theorem 3, p. 381, of [16] are satisfied 
and some parts of the proof still go through. First we list the properties of the 
category of vector bundles that we need. Let d be an Abelian category and 
k an algebraically closed field. Assume that & satisfies 
(i) For all objects A, B of JZ’, &‘(A, B) is a finite dimensional k-vector 
space. (&(A, B) is the set of morphisms in &from A to B.) 
(ii) For all mapsf, g in SZZ 
f E f4A’, A), g E die(B, B’), 
dlf, g): &(A, B) -+ .&‘(A’, B’) is a homomorphism of k-vector spaces. 
Let Y” be a full subcategory of & such that 
(a) 0 E”Y 
(b) V is closed under isomorphism classes of objects 
(c) IfO+A-tB~C-+Oisanexactsequencein~andB,C~V, 
then A E V. If A and C are in V, so is B. 
(d) IfA,BE&‘andA@BEV,thenAandBareinV. 
In particular if X is a Noetherian scheme, V can be vector bundles on X and 
JZ? can be coherent sheaves on X. 
Let Kfet(V) denote the universal determinant Kr of -Y. Then the definition 
of Y: Kpt(Y) + K,(V) @. k* goes through unchanged as does the proof 
that Y@ = identity. However the proof in [16] that Cp is onto made essential 
use of the fact that the category was Abelian. We do not know if @ is onto in 
the case considered here (either for abstract V” or V = vector bundles on X) 
but we have 
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THEOREM 2. Let V” be a category satisfring (a)-(d) aboz;e. Thz the homo- 
~5~p~~s~ @: K&q @ k * + Xfet(V) is a split ~~~~~~~p~~s~. 
If each component of X is isomorphic to Pkl, then Theorem 2 and &he results 
of Section 2 and [18 and 191 show that K$et(V’) = K?,“““(X) can be a large group. 
However we will see from Section 8 that G,(X) is relatively simple. 
The algebraic closure of K was used in the proofs of [14] to ensure that if V 
is indecomposable, then &(V, V) mod its radical is k. This might be false if 
K is not algebraically ciosed. Indeed in Section 4 of [17] it is shown that CD is not 
one-to-one if X is the curve in Pw2 defined by X2 + Y2 + 2s = 0. 
4. REMARKS ON MENNICKE S~mo~s 
Let Spec A be a reduced connected afiine curve over a field k. Here we discuss 
generalizations of Mennicke symbols as a tool for investigating CD in the affine 
case. 
Letf, g E A such that (f, g) = A. Then the symbol [f, g] is defined to be the 
class in SK,(A) of any matrix in SL(2, A) that has first row (g, f). 
It is easily proved using MSO, MSl, and MS2 that [St g] is also the class in 
SKI(A) of any matrix with last row (f,g). This symbol is well defined and 
satisfies the properties (whenever the indicated symbols are defined): 
MSO: vY 81 = L-g, Jl, 
MSl: if i- z?t id = v-3 4, 
MS2: Cfg, 4 = M 4k 4 for f,g, hE A, 
(The simplest proof that we could find is in (11, p. 360]. This proof is stated to be 
over the ring of integers in an algebraic number field, but is in fact valid for any 
commutative ring.) If A is an integral domain, these provide a set of generators 
and relations for SK,(A). If A is not a domain, the symbols still generate by the 
stability theorem for SK, since dim A = 1, but it is apparently not known if 
these relations are sufficient [l, Theorem 2.3, p. 298]. 
Let I be an invertible ideal of A. Then iffE A satisfies (,i, 1) = A, we will 




whenever the indicated symbols are defined. It then follows from MS2’ that 
El,11 = 1 for all I. The proof is adapted from [12, p 127 or 1, p. 3081. 
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assumes A is a domain and proves a result stronger than the above. He uses the 
domain assumption in his proof. 
LEMMA (cf.[l, Lemma 5.2, p. 3091). Let I and J be invertible ideals in A. 
Then there is an invertible ideal L such that IL is principal and (J, L) = A. 
Proof. Let P = 1-T-l and let S-l/l be the localization of A at the finite set 
of maximal ideals containing J and those maximal ideals lying in more than one 
irreducible component of A (“intersection points of A”). (Since J is invertible, 
J is contained in only finitely many maximal ideals.) Then since SiA is semi- 
local, we have S-lP g SlA. Thus there exists a homomorphism R: P + A 
such that Fh is an isomorphism. Kernel h has support a closed set not 
containing any intersection point of A. Since P is invertible and the components 
are integral, we must have Kernel h = 0. Therefore h is a monomorphism and 
L = Im h g 1-l is contained in no maximal ideal containing J. 
Let I andf be such that (1, f) = A. By the lemma there exists an invertible J 
such that IJ = CA is principal and (I, J) = A. Then there exists f’ E A such 
that f’ E f mod1 and f’ = 1 mod J. If a symbol with the desired properties 
exists, we must have [f,I] = [f,1][1, J] = [f’,I][f’, J] = [f’,IJ] = [f’, c]. 
Thus we define [f, I] = [f’, c] E SK,(A). The proof that [f, I] is independent 
of the choices involved and has the desired properties is the same as in [12, 
Lemma 13.31. 
Let h be a unit in A. Then as in [12, Assertion 13.41 [h, I] is the class in SK, 
of multiplication by h-r in the projective rank one module I. (The 1 in Milnor’s 
discussion has disappeared since we are in SK,). 
Now assume that K is algebraically closed. Let [f, g] E SK,(A). Suppose g 
vanishes at the singular points P1 ,..., P, . Since (f, g) = X4, f does not vanish 
at any of these singular points. Let the remaining singular points be Qi ,..., Qt . 
The ideals Pi , Qj are pairwise comaximal, so there exists h E A such that h = 
1 mod Pi (all i) and h G 0 mod Q, . Then [f, g] = [f, g + hf] and g + hf does 
not vanish at any of the singular points. From the discussion of divisors following 
Theorem 1 we see that g + hf = R,R, ... R, , where the Ri are the invertible 
ideals of A corresponding to the closed nonsingular points Ri E Spec A. Thus 
M d = [f> R, . . . R,] = lJL, [f (Rx), Ri] (where f (Ri) E iz*; algebraic closure 
is needed for the last step). But we have just noted that [f (R& Ri] is scalar 
multiplication by f (R&l E k * in the rank one projective module Ri . This proves 
THEOREM 3. Let X = Spec A be a reduced connected afine curve ovey an 
algebraically closed Jield k. Th en SK,(A) is generated as an Abelian group by 
K~(P, X), P projective of rank one and X E k *. Equivalently the homomorphism 
CD: K,,(A) @& k* + SK,(A) is onto. 
Note that CD was originally defined as a map CD: K,,(A) & k* + K,(A). We 
have composed this with the projection K,(A) + K,(A)/A* = SK,(A). 
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Clearly @(Z @ K*) = 0 in SI(,(A), so we can write ~0,: Pit A @ k” -+ ~K~(A~ 
if we wish. 
COROLLARY. Let U C Spec A be an open subset (Izcessarikj a@ne). Then the 
restriction map SK,(A) ---f SK,(U) is onto. 
We have a commutative diagram 
Pit(A) @ k* - Sfw) 
1 1 
Pit U @ k” - SKi( U) . 
The left vertical arrow and the two horizontal Imaps are onto. Hence so is 
SKI(A) --f SK,(U). 
Bass [2, p. 611 has given an example A of a curve over a no~a~gebraica~~y 
c!osed field k which is a P.I.D. with SK, # 0. Since I&(A) = Z, the image of 
is zero in SK,(A). Thus k algebraically closed is a necessary assumption in 
Theorem 3. However, in the next section we show that @ can sometimes be onto 
even if k is not algebraically closed. 
5. THE NODE 
Let A = (f E k[t] 1 f (0) = f (1)) (k any field). Then A can be embedde 
the plane via X = ta - t, Y = t3 - t2 as a curve with one node (hence the name 
“node” for A). We will always work with the first definition of A. It is well known 
tbat Pit A = k*. The conductor of A in k[t] is I = (jam k[t] j f(O) = f(l) = 
0) = (t2 - t) k[t] = (t” - t, t3 - P)A and A/d = k, k[t]/f = kITk. Thus we 
have the conductor square 
A - k[t] 
1 1 
k ---+kIIk 
whose whose Mayer-Vietoris sequence yields 
k” @ k* & k* @ k” 2- Pit 4 w 0. 
Under d both copies of k* are mapped diagonally. epresentatives of Coker d 
can be taken as (1, X) (values at 0 and 1, respectively). Then from Mil 
definition of a [12, p. 281 a( 1, X) is the projective module M(k, K[t], ( 
(in the notation of Milnor [12, p. 201). The projection M(k, k[t], (I, A>) + kit] 
is an inclusion and the image of M(k, k[t], (I, h)) is {f G k[t] /f(Q) = hJ(1)) = p. 
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P is obviously an A-module and Pk[t] = k[t]. Now F(t) = 1 + (h - 1)t 
satisfiesF(0) = 1 andF(1) = X. Thus P z FP C A; in fact FP = (Fk[t]) n A. 
Thus h E Pit A = k* corresponds to the divisor consisting of one nonsingular 
point t = l/(1 -A). 
From the exact sequence associated with an ideal (applied to the two vertical 
arrows of the conductor square) we get a commutative diagram 
K,(A) 5 K,(k) --+ K,(A, I) - SK,(A) ----+ 0 
1 1 1 1 K2(k) --L K,(k) 0 &u(k) - K,(k[t],I) - 0 B 0. 
Again d maps K,(k) diagonally. Hence we have a diagram 
0 -+ K,(A, I) = SK,(A) - 0 
1 
0 - K,(k) 2+ K,(k[t], I) p+ 0. 
Krusemeyer in [lo, Sect. 141 proves for certain k that the vertical arrow is an 
isomorphism, so that Kz(k) g SK,(A). K rusemeyer’s proof is valid so long as k 
is generated as an additive group by f sums of squares, i.e., for any field except 
a nonperfect field of characteristic 2. K,(k[t], I) = SK,(k[t], I) is generated 
by Mennicke symbols [f, g] where f E I and g = 1 mod I. Then f and g are in A 
and the composition SK,(k[t], I) -+ SK,(A) simply sends [f, g] to the Mennicke 
symbol [f, g] interpreted in SK,(A). D’ff 1 erent manipulations are possible 
depending on whether one regards [f, g] as a symbol in SK,(A, I) or SK,(k[t], I). 
We will pass back and forth freely between the two interpretations in this and the 
next section. Keune in [9, Sect. 21 has explicitly calculated the isomorphism 
K,(k) ---f SK,(k[t], I). The Steinberg symbol {a, b} maps to the Mennicke symbol 
[(l + (a - l)t)(t” - t), 1 - (b - l)b-l(a - l)%-l(t2 - t)] E SK,(k[t], I) = 
SK,(A). Keune also explicitly gives the inverse isomorphism. We will use it later 
In this case di: Pit A @ k* -+ SK,(A) is a map @: k* @ k* + SK,(A) g 
K,(k). We first find @(a, b) interpreted as a Mennicke symbol. @(a, b) will be 
scalar multiplication by b in the ideal (1 + (0 - l)t)k[t] n A = J. We have seen 
that this equals the symbol [b-l, J]. Let L = (a + (1 - a)t) k[t] n A. Then 
JL = (1 + (a - l)t)(a + (1 - a)t)A = (u - (1 - u)2(t2 - t))A. (The first 
equality is obvious from the divisor interpretation of ideals-but it can be proved 
directly as well.) Assume now that d # - 1. Then J and L are comaximal. Thus 
in the definition of [b-l, J] we can take c = a - (1 - u)“(t2 - t). We seekf’ E A 
so thatf’ = b-1 mod Jandf’ = 1 modL. Letf’ = (t2 - t)[a(u + (1 - u)t) + 
p(1 + (u - l)t)] (the factor t2 - t ensures thatf’ E A). Solve for 01, 8 by letting 
f’(a/u - 1) = 1 andf’(l/l - a) = 6-l. This yields /3 = (u - l)“/u(u f 1) and 
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o! = (a - 1)2jab(a + 1) and f’ = (a - 1)2a-1(a + 1)-l[(ab-l + 1) -+ (a - 1) 
(1 - b-l)t](t2 - t). Then 
= [(I + (a - 1)(1 + ab-I)-‘(1 - b-l)f)(P - tj, I- (a - l)“a-yt2 - “)I* 
We have written this so that it is a Mennicke symbol in §K,(K[t], 1). Now apply 
Reune’s inverse isomorphism p: SK,(k[t], t2 - t) -+ K,(K) ([9, p. 1901). In 
Keune’s notation g = 1 + (a - I)(1 + ab-I)-I(1 - b-r)t. This has only one 
zero t = T. A straightforward calculation yields 1 - l/~ = (ab + l)(a + 6)-l 
andg(T) = -b(a $ 1)2a-1(b - l)-2e Therefore P[f’, c] = [-b(a + l>“/a(b - l)z, 
(a6 + l)(a + 6)-l}. Define F(a, b) = @(a @ b) for all a, b E K*. F(a, b) is 
bimultiplicative in a and b since a @ b is. Then we have shown that F(a, b) = 
(-b(a + 1)2/a(b - I)“, (ab + l)(a + b)-1) if a f -1, b f I, ab + 1 # 0, and 
a f -b. We should explain what has happened in the excluded cases. If b = 1, 
then clearly F(a, 1) = 1 (g h as no zeros so the sum used to define p is empty). 
If a + b = 0, we have g = t and this again yields an empty sum in the definition 
of p, hence F(a, -a) = 1. If ab + 1 = 0, we get 7 = 1 which again yields an 
empty sum, from which F(a, --a-l) = 1. The case LE = - 1 will be considered 
later. 
We now claim that F(a, b) = (a, b) f or all a, b E k*. 4f b = I, ab + I = 
ora+b=O,thenF(a,b)=(a,b}=l.A ssume first hat Q # - 1. We need 
the identity {l/a, 1 + ab) = {-b, 1 + ab}. This is true since 
Then 
1 = (--ab, I + ab} = {a, 1 + ab>(--bp I + ab} 
= {l/u, 1 + ab)-l(-b, 1 + ab). 
= (a, b}. 
481/.55/2-3 
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Letting x = b/(b - l), from which b = x/(x - I), we have 
= 
I 
++ 1),&/2 {xu + x, 1 - x - ux>” 
1 4” + 1) z ’ 1 b/(b 1) 
b-l 
, 1 _ b 
- - I 
= (u + 1, 1 - b}2{b, 1 - b}2{b - 1, 1 - b}-2 





= /~,ul’/~,l +;I2 
={b-1,u~2{u+1,u}-2~~,l+$~2. 
( Let x = 1 l-x -----soa=- ail X 1 
= {b - 1, a}” /x(b - 1), ’ 1 F: xb12 
= {b - 1, uj2{x(b - l), 1 - x}-2{xb - x, 1 - x + xbj2 
= {b - 1, u}“{(u + 1)-l, 1 - (u + 1)-1)-2 jb - 1, -&I-’ 
= {b - 1, a + 1}2 
={a+ l,b- l}-” 
Thus 
F(a, b) = {a + 1, 1 - b}2{u + 1, b - I)+{a, b) 
= {a, b) as claimed. 
Finally, F(-1, 1) = 0. If b f 1, then F(-I, b) =F(-b, b)F(b-I, b) = 
F(b-l, b). But by the above F(b-I, b) = (b-1, b} = (- 1, b). Therefore, $‘(a, b) = 
{a, b) for all a, b E R*. Thus we have proven 
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HEOREM 4. Let k be any jield except a nonperfect field of characteristic two 
A = (f E k[t] / f(0) = f (1)). If SK,(A) is identi$ed with K,(k) and Pit A is 
i”dentiJied with k* in the manner indicated above, then the komomo~~hism 
Pit A @ K* -+ SK,(A) becomes @(a @ b) = (a, b) where ( , > is the Steinb 
symbol [E, p. 741. In par&ular, @ is onto. 
Note that the kernel of @ is quite large. The kernel of @ was also shown to be 
nonzero in the case of an elliptic curve in [20]. Theorem 4 at first seemed some- 
what surprising to us since a E Pit A = k* and b E k* appear to arise in quite 
diEerent ways. However, consider the pairing K,,(A) x Kl(A) 
e have K*(A) = Z @Kc A = Z @ ii* and Kl(A) = k* @ 
@ K,(k). Theorem 4 then says that our pairing restricted to Pit A 
SK,(A) is just the pairing K,(k) x K,(k) + K,(k) discussed in [12, Sect. 81. 
When phrased this way, Theorem 4 seems to be a reasonable resuit, but we have 
not been able to find a simpler proof. 
HE X is a complete rational curve with one node, so that removing a K-rational 
point yields A, then by Theorem 2, Kfet(X) = k* @ (k* @ Pit(x)) @ ?. I 
pi;,“““(X) = K,(X), then by Quillen’s exact sequence of locahzation [5, p. 229 
SKI(A) = (k* @ Pit A) @ ? which in view of Theorem 4 is much too large. 
Therefore, Kf”r(X) f Kr(X). Compare with [4, p. 363. 
6. THE CUSP 
Let k be a field and A = k[t2, t3]. Then it is well known that Pit A = k+, 
the additive group of k. We interpret his explicitly in terms of invertible ideals. 
The conductor of A in k[t] is I = Pk[t] = (t2, t3)A, and the conductor square is 
A _?, k[t] 
I i 
k d k[t],‘(t2). 
his yields an exact sequence 
k* @ k” w (k[t]/(P))” a_ Tic A - 0, 
and Pit A g (I + at E k[t]/tz). Let a E kf correspond to the unit 4 + at E 
k[t]/P. According to Milnor’s description of a [l2, pp. 20 and B], a(1 + al) 
is the set of all pairs (c, 01 + /3t + ...) such that c = (a + @)(l + at) (in Iz[~]/P)~ 
That is, ti = c and /3 = --au. We can again project onto k[t], yielding a(1 + at) = 
(f E k[tj j f = OL - aat + higher terms in t>. Then (1 + ai) a(1 + at) = (1 + 
at) k[tj n A = J is an invertible ideal of A isomorphic to a(1 + at)? hence 
corresponding to a epic A = k+. 
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Now we calculate the hlennicke symbol in SK,(A) corresponding to scalar 
multiplication by h E K* in J. We will from now on assume char Iz # 2. Suppose 
a + 0. Then J and L = (1 - at) K[t] n rl are comaximal. We seek [b-l, J’J 
We need f~ A such that f = b-l mod J and f = 1 mod L. Try f = tz(a -;. pt) 
and set f (-u-l) = b-l and f (+u-l) .= 1. This yields cy : &zz(l -f b-l) and 
B,;1 ;uJclc- b-l). Thusf = &z’2’( 1 + h-1 + (1 - b-‘)at). Put JL =: (1 - &)A, 
[b-l, Jj = [f, 1 - u”t”] 
= [&z2t2(1 $ b-’ + (1 - 6-l)&), 1 - u2t2] E SK,A. 
If char h f- 2 and h is not nonperfect of characteristic 3, then Kruscmeyer in 
[lo, Sect. 121 proves that SK,(f) z SK,(K[t], I). From the conductor square 
we have a diagram 
K264) onto+ K,(k) - SK,(A, I) -+ SK,(A) -P 0 
1 1 1 1 
K,(k[t]) + K2(k[t]/t2) + ,rK,(k[t], I) - 0. 
IIut K,(k[t]/t*) = k @ Qi,, , and we have a diagram 
0 -+ SK,(A, I) 5 SK,(A) -•z 0 
1 
0 + Q,’ z+ SK,(k[t], I) - 0. 
Thus SK,(A) g Qkl. Again, any Mcnnicke symbol in SK,(k[t], I) is also a 
symbol in SK,(A) and the composition SK,(k[t], I)-SK,(I~) is given by simply 
interpreting the symbol [f, s] E SKl(k[t], I) as a symbol in SK,(A). 
The map @: Pit A @ k* + SK,(A) is thus a homomorphism @: K’ @ k* + 
Q,l. A natural candidate for such a map is @‘: Izf @ k* -+ Qkl defined by 
@‘(a @ b) - adb/b. We show that in fact Q, :- @‘. 
First WC: find adb/b as a Mennicke symbol by chasing through the above 
diagram. Letting 23 ; k[t], Milnor defined 0’ from the following diagram 
(cf. 112, p. 541). 
GL(B, I) -+ K,(R, I) --z 1 
I 1 1 --+K~(B) --t st(q -F G&I) -* K,(B) ---- 1 
I I I 
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We have B/I = k[t]/t2, and we can let adb/b E K,( 
(b-Iat, b) = (1 + at, b) E St(B/I). This equals 
definition of hij [12, p. 711 t o expand this in terms o 
in the obvious way (i.e., lifting 01 + /3t E S/I to a! + ,Bt E k[tj). Then map to 
G(B). After this straightforward calculation we get 
1 - a4t4(1 - b-1) (1 + at 
a(adblb) = j&2(1 - at)(l - b-l) 
a2t2 + a3t3) a2t2(b - 1) 
+ &(b - 1) 
As a Mennicke symbol this equals [a2t2(1 - at)(l - b-l), 1 + aV(b - l)] = 
[a2t2( 1 - at), 1 + a4t4(b - l)]. Note that this is a symboI in SdiT,(B, I), so we 
can subtract a suitable multiple (in k[t]) of the first element from the second 
yielding 
[a”t”(l - at), 1 + a2t2(b - l)] = [t”(l - at), 1 $ a2tz(b - I)], 
Note that by working in SK,(A) [as, g] = [a, g][J g] = [j, g] for a E K*. This 
will be used frequently. 
Thus in order to prove CD = CD’ we must show that 
[t”(l - at), 1 - (1 - b) a2t2] = [t”(l + b-l + (I - b-l) at), 1 - 8t2]. 
If b = 1, both sides equal zero. If b = -1, the left-hand side equals zero since 
it comes from adb/b. The right-hand side equals [ta, I - &a] which equals 
by (3), p. 34 of [lo]. Otherwise the right-hand side equals 
[t”(l + (I - b-l)( 1 + b-l)-l at), 1 - a2t”]. 
Comparing the two expressions suggests we set 01 = (b-1 - I)(1 + b-l)%, and 
define ,B by (1 - 13) 01~ = u2, so that j3 = --4bF/(1 -- b-1)2. The right-hand side 
then becomes [t2(l - tit), 1 - (1 - ,B) o12t2]. A straightforward calculation in 
.Q,$ then shows that &d/3//3 = adb/b = w. Thus 
[t’(l - at), 1 - (1 - b) a2t2] = [t”(l - olt), 1 - (I - /3) c?t2] 
since both are the images of w in SK,(A). This proves 
THZOREM 5. Let k be an31 jield which is not of characteristic 2 nor a n~~peyf~~~ 
field of characteristic 3. Let A = k[tz, t3]. If SK,(A) i!: identi$ed with $‘&I ared 
Pit A with k+ in the manner indicated above, then the homomorphism Sp: 
k* + &X1(A) becomes @(u @ b) = adb/b. Ia particular, cb is o&o for aZE such 
j?elds k. 
One might wonder about an explicit inverse p to a: Q,> + SK,(B, 1) We have 
seen that a(adb/b) = [(l - at) t2, 1 - (1 - b) a2t2] or ~~db/~b) = [(t - a) t2, 
I - (1 - b) a-?]. Thusp([(t - u) P,f]) = dj(a)/af(u)iff = 1 - (1 - b)ab2t2. 
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Forf = 1 mod I one checks easily thatf I 1 + (f(u) - 1) a-V mod t2(t - a) 
in K[t]. Thus 
p[(t - a) t”,fJ = p[(t - u) t2, 1 - (1 - f(a)) a-2t2] :- df(+zf(u) 
in the general case also. Now assume that K is algebraically closed. Then any 
g E k[t] can bc factored g : t7 nyJl(t - a,), ui # 0. Then 
[ t’~2fp4>f] = [i’ t (t - Ui),f = nn [(t - 4 t*,fl, i 1 I i =l 
again using [P, f] = [t*, f] = I. Thus 
THEOREM 6. Let k be algebraical& closed of characteristic # 2. Let B =. k[t] 
and I = t2k[t]. Then the isomorphism 2: Q,l + SK,(B, I) discussed above has 
inverse p given by p[gt”,f] = C, v?,(g) df(rr)/nf(v) where VT ranges over all 
nonzero zeros of g (v=(g) being the multiplicity of r us a root of g). 
Presumably there is a similar formula if k is not algebraically closed. Undoubt- 
edly it would involve a transfer map Szi, -+ Q,r if k’ is a finite xtension of k, 
but we have not investigated this. 
7. OTHER CURVES 
We can USC: the fact that @ is onto for the node to prove that @ is onto for 
certain more complicated curves. Let A, = {f 1 f (0) = f (1)) be the node and 
A2 = {(fi ,fz rfJ Ifi =f&%fi(l) ---f&l),fi(l) =. f@)> C fi k[til 
i- 1 
be a triangle. Consider the homomorphism A, -+ A, defined by f + (f,f(O), 
f(0)). The same formula defines a homomorphism on the normalizations 
B, -= k[t] + &I k[t,] = B, . Th’ IS yields a commutative diagram 
4-h 
1 1 
A, -+ B, . 
Ir = conductor of A, in ZI, = {f [ f (0) = f (1) = O}. This is clearly mapped 
into the conductor of A, in 
B, = {(fi ,fi ,fJ Ifi = f&Y = f*(l) = h(l) L- : f*(l) r f#‘) = 01. 
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Thus there is a map between the Mayer-Vietoris sequences for the conductor 
squares of (A,, B,) and (A,, B,). In the same way as in [21] it can be seen that 
this induces isomorphisms Pic(A,) + Pic(A,j and SKr(A,j --f SK,(A,j. 
have a commutative diagram 
Therefore @ is into in the case of the triangle. 
Instead of the triangle in the above we could have used a “circuit’” of n lines. 
These are constructed as on p. 50 of [21]. Eet X = Spec A be any curve with 
irreducible components the affine line over k and normal crossings, as in [lg]. 
According to [21, Theorem 3, Sect. 51 there is an independent set of circuits 
Ci = Spec Ai such that the morphism J’I& Ci + X induces isomorphisms 
Then we have a commutative diagram 
Pit A @ k* L SK,(A) 
(0 Pit Ai) @ k” --% @ 
The lower @ is onto, hence so is CD: Pit A @ k* + SKI(A). 
$. THE QUILLEN GROUPS 
Let X be a complete reduced curve over a (not necessarily algebraically closed) 
field k, with n irreducible components each isomorphic to the projective line 
Plcl, with the components meeting only in k-rational points. We would I&e ta 
consider the Quillen groups K,(X). 
First assume X = Pkl, and let P E PJcl be a k-rational point. Prom the 
inclusion P +ip P,l we have the long exact sequence 
. . . ---f &-l(P) ‘c’-r, K,‘@J,1) K qp,1 - P) -+ K&(P) - 1, ~
(where A,: P$ - P + X is the inclusion). 
If TT denotes the structure morphism X + Spec k or AJcl = X - P + 
Spec k, then VA, = QT so (h,)*rr* = G-* = identity. Thus (A,)* is a split 
surjection so we have Ki(P,l) = K:(k) @ K,(k). The simple proof given here 
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works for K a regular ring. The corresponding result holds in fact for an arbitrary 
base scheme [IS, Proposition 4.3, p. 1291. I claim in addition that the homo- 
morphisms (ip).+: K:(K) -+ Ki(P,r) are all the same, independent of the K- 
rational point P. In fact they are all just multiplication of a*Ki(K) by 1 - 0(- 1). 
Now return to the general X as described at the beginning of this section. 
Let the set of singular points (crossing points) be S = {PI ,..., P }. Suppose the 
ith component contains mi singular points. Since X is connected, mi > 1, and 
X - S = Y is the disjoint union of punctured affine lines Yi , where Yi = A,1 
with mi - 1 3 0 points removed. The exact sequence of localization is 
... K,‘(S) -L K;(x) -+ K,(Y) -% Kg,(S) + a*-. 
Clearly K,(S) = m&(K), and by [18] 
K,(Y) = nK@) @ (M - n) J&(k) (M = Emi) 
Let P E X. Then the structure morphism X : Spec K is split by the inclusion 
& of the point P. The morphisms ip and r are proper and nip = identity. 
Therefore, r.+(&).+ = 1 so &)*: K,(K) = K,(P) + K:(X) is a split inclusion. 
If P and Q lie in the same component, then (&)* and (iQ)+ factor through the 
same Kj(P,l). Thus by the above discussion of Pi , (ip).+ = (ia)* . Since X is 
assumed connected we must have (&.).+ = (iQ).+ for any two K-rational points 
of X. Thus image f = K,(K) and is a direct summand of K;(X). If we let 
K;(x) = K;(k) @ I-q(X) ( via this split inclusion), then we have an exact 
sequence 
0 + l?:(X) -+ d-C@) @ (M - n) K&(K) 9, (m - 1) K;-,(k) -+ 0. 
The &i(K) lie in the image of K:(X) (th’ 1s is shown below). I claim that g is a 
split surjection. To see this we use the functoriality of the exact sequence of 
localization [15, p. 1131. Let Y be the jth component of X. Then Y contains 
m, of the singular points, Sj = (PI ,..., P ]. Extension by zero gives an exact 
functor from coherent sheaves on Y to coherent sheaves on X, with sheaves 
supported on Sj being taken to sheaves on S. Therefore, we have a com- 
mutative diagram 
The vertical arrows are each the inclusion of direct summands. K,‘(K) is sent 
to zero by g, , hence also by gx . Th e h omomorphismg, gives an isomorphism of 
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(rnj - 1) K;‘_,(k) with the “antidiagonal” of mjKi-I(k), i.e,, those elements 
whose coordinates sum to zero. As j varies, these diagrams give a complete 
description of g, . The surjection g,: (M - r”) K;(k) -+ (m - I) K,-,(k) = 
“antidiagonal” of mK,‘-, is then given by a matrix with integer entries, and must 
therefore split. Thus we have 
TIIEOREM 7. Let X be a complete yeduced curve ovey afield k, with az ~~~ed~c~b~e 
compolzents each isomorphic to Pi, 1. Suppose also that the irreducible corn~o~e~ts 
intersect only irz k-rational points. Then 
K;(X) = (n + 1) K;(k) @ (M - n - m $ 1) K&(k) 
(with the convention that K:,(k) = 0). 
It is interesting to note that the number (M - n - m f 1) arose in [18] in a 
different manner. In particular we have K;(X) = (z + I) k* @ (A4 - n - 
m + l)Z. We also have G,(X) = K:(X) @ k* = (n + 1) k*. The natural map 
C&(X) + K;(X) is the inclusion of the direct summand (n + 1) k*. Thus the 
natural map is one-to-one but not onto. 
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